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Abstract

This chapter describes how community-based qualitative information about local land use is being incorporated into a Participatory Geographic Information System (PGIS) for the Cheat Lake Planning District of Monongalia County, West Virginia. The research demonstrates how PGIS can be an effective methodology for promoting community input into land...
use planning and for augmenting spatial decision-making for “smart growth.” The Cheat Lake PGIS is field-based and provides residents with an opportunity to discuss and map their priority land use issues and to identify land use hotspots in a way that is not typically possible in a general public meeting. This project also provides a useful example of the integration of academic PGIS research with an emerging county planning infrastructure and related set of regulations. This is achieved through multimedia representation of local knowledge with formal spatial information; for example, traditional GIS raster and vector data, community narratives, mental maps, GPS transect walks, geo-referenced photos, and sound. The Cheat Lake PGIS pilot project also offers important lessons for participatory land use planning.

Introduction

Participatory Geographic Information Systems (PGIS) merge participatory development methods with geo-spatial technologies. Participation for integrating local knowledge in these systems varies considerably over space and is tailored to answer specific geographic questions at the local level. PGIS are becoming an effective methodology for incorporating community local knowledge into complex spatial decision-making processes in locations where local planning infrastructure is in place and broad access to geo-spatial technologies already exist, but also in developing regions where participatory development is already well established (Craig et al., 2002).

In this chapter, a PGIS case study involving the Cheat Lake Planning District (CLPD) of Monongalia County (West Virginia) is presented (Figure 1). The CLPD is located in a high growth corridor east of Morgantown and suffers from rapid growth without the needed planning institutions, infrastructure, and regulations (Hawthorne, 2005). As a result, there is “dumb growth” taking place in the area and a growing desire by the local community for more effective land use planning. This marks an important change in local social attitudes because resistance to planning has been the dominant sentiment until recently. The Cheat Lake Planning District thus offers an interesting case study highlighting one Participatory GIS methodological approach for encouraging residential participation and for integrating community local knowledge with existing land use planning. The case study also provides an example of PGIS as one form of a more broadly defined “Collaborative GIS” process (Jankowski & Nyerges, 2001).

Historically the Cheat Lake area has had low residential densities, some agricultural activity, large forested areas, and rural landscapes. Over the last decade, the City of Morgantown, located just west of the Cheat Lake area,
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